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      Introduction of brand 

At nexussanitary we
understand the
importance of personal
hygiene and the role it
plays in maintaining a
healthy and confident
lifestyle. As a leading
provider of sanitary
products, we are
dedicated to creating
innovative solutions
that prioritize comfort,
safety, and
sustainability.
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      Introduction of founder

In the dynamic world of sanitary products,
one individual stands out as a visionary
entrepreneur and the driving force behind
the success of nexussanitary.shubham
jaiswal, the founder and visionary leader of
the company, has played a pivotal role in
revolutionizing the industry.

shubham jaiswaembarked on this
entrepreneurial journey with a passion for
addressing a fundamental aspect of
personal hygiene. Their journey began with
a deep commitment to creating innovative
and reliable sanitary products that
prioritize comfort, sustainability, and
effectiveness.
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Welcome to nexussanitary, your trusted
partner in delivering high-quality sanitary
solutions. Our range of sanitary products
is designed to meet the diverse needs of

our customers, providing comfort,
hygiene, and durability.

Taps:
Premium Materials: Our taps
are crafted using durable
and corrosion-resistant
materials, ensuring longevity
and reliability.

1.

Water Efficiency: We
prioritize eco-friendly
solutions with water-saving
technologies, helping you
reduce water consumption
without compromising
performance.

2.

Showers:
Customizable Options: Our
shower products come in
various configurations,
allowing you to customize
your shower experience
according to your
preferences.

1.

Massage and Rainfall
Features: Experience the
luxury of our showers with
massage and rainfall
features, turning your daily
shower routine into a spa-
like experience.

2.

information of products
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Luxury Brass Single Lever
NEXUS TAP

The nexus, Bath collection delivers a  precise marriage if
founded, rectangular and triangular elements. The
geometric shapes blend effortlessly toghether, creating
a collection that is every bit as contemporary and so
phisticated as it is innovative.
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LED PENDANT RAINCAN

NEXUS SHOWER HEADS

Traditional and contemporary styles
Water-powered LED lights
Standard pendant raincan shower head installation
No electrical hard-wiring required



NUXUS TOWEL RING
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Complete the look of your bath with this Trinsic Towel Ring.
Delta makes installation a breeze for the weekend DIYer by
including all mounting hardware and easy-to-understand
installation instructions. You can install with confidence,
knowing that Delta backs its bath hardware with a Lifetime
Limited Warranty.
Perfectly coordinates with the Trinsic bath collection
Extends 2 in. from wall
Tile/masonry-plastic or lead anchors plaster/drywall-toggle
bolts recommend if wood blocking is not available
Mounting hardware and mounting template included with
product
Assembled dimensions: 5-11/16 in. H x 2 in. D x 6-13/32 in. W
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NEXUS SOAP DISH

nexus Maxx 304 Grade Stainless Steel Rectangular
Double Soap Holder for Bathroom/Soap
Dish/Bathroom Soap Stand/Bathroom Accessories
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NEXUS SOAP DISPANCER

Height: 17 cm
Length: 8 cm
Dust off with a dry muslin cloth to remove debris.
Don't use wet cloth as it may lead to bleaching
No installation required



why choose us.
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Choosing NexusSanitary for your sanitary product
needs is a decision that goes beyond the ordinary.
Here are compelling reasons to opt for
NexusSanitary:

Uncompromising Quality:
NexusSanitary is synonymous with excellence. Our
commitment to quality ensures that every product is crafted
with precision and attention to detail. You can trust in the
durability, reliability, and longevity of NexusSanitary products,
providing you with peace of mind for years to come.

Innovative Design:
NexusSanitary sets the benchmark for innovative design in
the world of sanitary products. Our team of visionary
designers consistently creates products that not only meet
but exceed expectations. From contemporary aesthetics to
timeless classics, NexusSanitary products seamlessly
blend form and function, enhancing the visual appeal of
your spaces.

Cutting-Edge Technology:
Stay ahead of the curve with NexusSanitary's integration of
cutting-edge technology. Our products are designed to make
your daily routine more convenient and efficient. Experience
the benefits of smart features that not only elevate your
lifestyle but also contribute to environmental sustainability
through water and energy conservation.
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